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Capstone &  
Consumer



Capstone
9780857089489
Pub Date: 25/09/2022
$24.95/£17.99 UK/€22.00
EU/€21.90 DE
Paperback

0 Pages

The Brill Kid Bundle
The Ultimate Guide to Awesomeness for Kids Aged 7-11
Andy Cope, Gavin Oattes, Will Hussey

Summary
Do you know a kid aged 7 to 11…or as we like to call them, "tweenagers"? Then do 
them (and yourselves) a favour and give them the gift of complete and utter 
AWESOMENESS with not just one, but TWO of the most brilliant and trusted guides to 
being the absolute very best versions of themselves.

Promising to help kids to navigate life, the Universe and how to be all-round-awesome, 
Diary of a Brilliant Kid and Brill Kid - The Big Number 2 are now combined into 
one totally brilliant bundle… You. Are. Welcome.

Book 1:

Diary of a Brilliant Kid
Top Secret Guide to Awesomeness!

This interactive collection of stories, quotes, theories and yes, science, guides you 
through the difficult years between ages 7 and 11 to help you make sense of yourself 
and the world around you. Everything is changing! And that's okay! It's actually more 
than okay it's exciting.

Book 2:

Brill Kid - The Big Number 2
Awesomenes - The Next Level!

It's rock-solid personal development with a difference. A BIG difference! It's aimed at 7 
to 11s, the exact age when mental habits are created. The book picks up where Diary 
of a Brilliant Kid left off - raising the bar from mental health to mental wealth, enabling 
young people to flourish in a world that's hell-bent on knocking them sideways.

Contributor Bio
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Andy Cope's day job is as the UK's first official 'Dr of Happiness' (PhD, Loughborough)
which makes him an expert on all things 'happiness' and 'wellbeing'. Andy founded 'Art
of Brilliance' in 2004. His aim, to blaze a new trail - one that was non-academic, totally
rooted in the real world and that would make a massive and immediate impact on
individuals and organisations. Andy has a passion for motivation and positive
psychology and is trying to influence people to think differently.

With a background in primary school teaching and a successful career in stand-up
comedy, Gavin Oattes is now regarded as one of the most talented and sought after
speakers in the UK, regularly delivering keynote speeches at conferences and
exhibitions around the world. He's the Managing Director of Tree of Knowledge, a
company which runs speaking events, workshops and training courses for schools and
businesses, and in 2012 Gavin won 'Young Entrepreneur of the Year'.

Will Hussey is a failed hypnotist and prolific creative thinker. He's penned various books
galvanising Growth Mindsets, and co-wrote the 2018 ERA Educational Book of the Year
(Crown House.) His training and workshops are in demand, helping both children and
adults flourish in and out of the classroom. .

Comp Titles
Cope,
Andy Capstone 12/10/2018 9780857087867

085708786X
£10.99
GBP PaperbackDiary of a Brilliant Kid

Brill Kid – The Big Number 2: Awesomeness –
The Next Level Cope, A Capstone 21/10/2021 9780857088918

0857088912
£10.99
GBP Paperback



Capstone
9780857089458
Pub Date: 25/08/2022
$16.99/£12.99 UK/€14.70
EU/€15.90 DE
Paperback

256 Pages

Crazy Busy: Keeping Sane in a Stressful World
T Launspach

Summary
Do you have a full diary and no time to think, and experience the feeling that you're
always playing catch-up and never quite hitting the mark? Our lives today are almost
invariably crazy busy. Being busy is one of the hallmarks of the modern era. But the
pressure is taking its toll on us. The number of people suffering from burnout has risen
dramatically over the past ten years. In fact, it has now reached epidemic proportions:
approximately one in seven of all workers suffers badly from stress or has been forced
to take a break from work because of stress-related complaints. And even if you don't
reach the actual burnout stage, stress can still make your life a lot less enjoyable. Why
are our lives so hectic? Have we all become workaholics? Why are we so susceptible to
FOMO (the Fear Of Missing Out)? And most importantly, what can you do to cope with
the stress in your life and prevent a burnout?

In Crazy Busy psychologist Thijs Launspach examines why we often work ourselves to
the bone and what we can do to prevent this. He explains in a very practical manner
how to cope with stress and create more peace and calm in your life. He draws on the
latest scientific knowledge, the methods used by experts and the stories told by those
who have learned the hard way what stress can do to both body and mind. All to
provide you with the answer to the question: how can you free yourself from a life of
stress.

Contributor Bio
Thijs Launspach is a psychologist, a trainer and an author. He teaches Psychology at
the University of Amsterdam. He is an expert on millennials: their mindset and their
challenges. He is also a mindfulness trainer and an expert on stress and burnout.
On these subjects Thijs has published Quarterlife (2012) and The Millennial Manifesto
(2017) both in Dutch. His talk on dealing with stress related issues has been watched
more than 100 thousand times. Thijs Launspach is a dynamic presenter.
He can combine scientific knowledge with fun interaction. He's been giving
presentations and teaching workshops and courses for a wide range of institutions,
among which universities, multinational companies and start-ups.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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Wiley–Blackwell
9780730383833
Pub Date: 26/07/2022
$19.00/£13.95 UK/€15.80
EU/€16.90 DE
Paperback

160 Pages

Respect Trumps Harmony: Why being liked is Overrated
and constructive conflict gets results
Why being liked is overrated and constructive conflict gets results
Rachael Robertson

Summary
Develop a high-performing team based on a culture where respect trumps
harmony

As teams become more diverse, we won’t always see eye to eye. We won’t agree on
everything, and we may not even like each other. In order to achieve results, we need
to have robust, candid and constructive discussions. Respect Trumps Harmony offers a
proven approach to navigating the difficulties faced in teams and workplaces today. To
build collaboration; strengthen innovation; and manage safety, risk and well-being, it’s
critical that there is a foundation of respect, not harmony.

Developed during author Rachael Robertson’s time leading one of the toughest
workplaces on the planet—Davis Station, Antarctica—and further informed by over 15
years of research, case studies and feedback, Robertson suggests that harmony in the
workplace is overrated, and can even be dangerous, and that above all else, respect is
the key ingredient of a high-performance culture. A focus on respect over harmony
improves everything from morale to productivity.

Respect Trumps Harmony integrates the three pillars at the core of Robertson’s
leadership practice: No triangles, The bacon wars, and Lead without a title, enabling
you to:

• Manage conflict and put an end to gossip
• Improve accountability and the quality of feedback,
• Recognise and manage dysfunctional behaviour
• Build collaboration to strengthen innovation
• Identify and manage risk
• Inspire trust and confidence by displaying personal leadership, and encourage others
to do the same irrespective of their title

Respect Trumps Harmony is a contemporary leadership handbook, essential for all
modern leaders and those who wish to transform the culture within their own team.

Contributor Bio
RACHAEL ROBERTSON is an Antarctic expedition leader, international keynote
speaker, executive advisor and the author of Leading on the Edge. She has worked
with the leadership of over 1500 national and international corporations from all
industries and sectors.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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Dummies



John Wiley & Sons
9781119889564
Pub Date: 28/09/2022
$39.99/£27.99 UK/€34.20
EU/€33.90 DE
Paperback

912 Pages

Coding All–In–One For Dummies, 2nd Edition(2nd Edition)

Chris Minnick

Summary
The go-to guide for learning coding from the ground-up

Adding some coding know-how to your skills can help launch a new career or bolster
an old one. Coding All-in-One For Dummies offers an ideal starting place for learning
the languages that make technology go. This edition gets you started with a helpful
explanation of how coding works and how it’s applied in the real-world before setting
you on a path toward writing code for web building, mobile application development,
and data analysis. Add coding to your skillset for your existing career, or begin the
exciting transition into life as a professional developer—Dummies makes it easy.

Learn coding basics and how to apply them
Analyze data and automate routine tasks on the job
Get the foundation you need to launch a career as a coder
Add HTML, JavaScript, and Python know-how to your resume

This book serves up insight on the basics of coding, designed to be easy to follow, even
if you’ve never written a line of code in your life. You can do this.

Comp Titles
Coding All–in–One For
Dummies

Abraham,
Nikhil

John Wiley &
Sons 20/06/2017 9781119363026

1119363020
£27.99
GBP Paperback

No sales or stock history loaded for this organisation. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119867456
Pub Date: 17/10/2022
$24.99/£18.99 UK/€21.40
EU/€22.90 DE
Paperback

384 Pages

Digital Nomads For Dummies
Kristin Wilson

Summary
Why work from home when you can work anywhere?  

Not all who wander are lost! Digital Nomads For Dummiesanswers all your questions
about living and working away from home, short term or long term. Become a
globetrotter or just trot around your home country, with the help of experienced digital
nomad Kristin Wilson. Millions of people have already embraced the lifestyle, moving
around as the spirit takes them, exploring new places while holding down a job and
building a fantastic career. Learn the tricks of building a nomad mindset, keeping your
income flowing, creating a relocation plan, and enjoying the wonders of the world
around you.

Learn what digital nomadism is and whether it's the right lifestyle for you
Uncover tips and ideas for keeping travel fun while holding down a 9-to-5
Travel solo or with a family, internationally or within your home country
Create a plan so you can keep growing in your career, no matter where you are

If you’re ready to put the office life behind you and the open road in front of you, check
out Digital Nomads For Dummiesand get your adventure started!

Contributor Bio
Kristin Wilson (originally from St. Augustine, FL, but likely in a much more exotic
location at the moment) has travelled to over 60 countries during her 20 years as a
digital nomad. Along the journey she's become a guru for other would-be nomads as
they sort out how to make the leap to blending career and travel. She reaches 100,000
subscribers on her 'Traveling with Kristin' YouTube channel. She's also host of the
"Badass Digital Nomads" podcast, recorded weekly from wherever in the world Kristin
currently calls 'home.'

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119880516
Pub Date: 18/10/2022
$26.99/£19.99 UK/€23.10
EU/€24.90 DE
Paperback

384 Pages

Windows 365 For Dummies
Rosemarie Withee, Ken Withee

Summary
Shift your PC to the cloud and liberate yourself from your desk

Microsoft’s newest cloud-based operating system allows you to access your PC from
any device. Windows 365 For Dummies teaches you the ins and outs of this
game-changing OS. You’ll learn how to make the most of Windows 365—get your work
done, share documents and data, monitor storage space, and do it all with increased
security. Oh, and did we mention you can do it from literally anywhere? Dummies will
help you wrap your mind around cloud computing with Windows 365, so you can pick
up with your files, data, and settings right where you left off, no matter where you are.

Learn what a cloud PC is so you can access, edit, and share files from any
device—even Apple devices
Free yourself from the constraints of a physical computer and make work more
flexible
Ease the transition to Windows 365—get going with this new OS right away
Discover powerful productivity-enhancing features and collaboration tools

This is the perfect Dummies guide for anyone moving to Windows 365 who needs to
learn just what makes a cloud PC so unique and how to take advantage of all it offers.

Contributor Bio
Rosemarie Withee (Seattle, WA) is the president of Portal Integrators and founder of
Scrum Now. Rosemarie is the author of several Dummies books including, Microsoft
Teams For Dummies and other Office titles. Ken Withee (Seattle, WA) currently works
for Microsoft and is part of the Microsoft 365 team. Before joining Microsoft he was a
longtime SharePoint consultant and the author of several books on Microsoft products.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119867494
Pub Date: 20/06/2022
$39.99/£30.99 UK/€34.20
EU/€37.90 DE
Paperback

400 Pages

Adobe Premiere Pro CC For Dummies
Carucci

Summary
When the filming stops, the real video production work begins

Ever wonder how your favorite video creators regularly put out such slick content?
They're probably using Adobe Premiere Pro CC, a go-to video production app for both
professional and amateur video creators.

Adobe Premiere Pro CC For Dummies walks you through each step of editing and
producing slick and stylish videos that stand up to what the pros post. From
transferring your digital movie files from your camera or phone to your computer all
the way to uploading your latest creation to YouTube or the web, this book has the info
you need to bring your ideas to life.

If you're new to video production, you can begin at the beginning with the handbook's
user-friendly guide to the basics of setting clips on the timeline and making them flow
seamlessly. Or, if you've already got a few videos under your belt, you can skip right to
the more advanced material, like special effects and handy tricks of the trade.

You’ll also find:

Instruction on joining video clips into a continuous final product, complete with
transitions, special effects, and more
Advice on improving sound, getting rid of color errors, and customizing the look
of your videos with filters and aftereffects
Straightforward guides to adding voiceovers and soundtracks to your videos

So, if you're new to Adobe Premiere Pro CC—or digital video editing in general—Adobe
Premiere Pro CC For Dummies is the first and last resource you'll need to start editing
like a pro.

Contributor Bio
John Carucci is not a celebrity, though he certainly brushes up against the stars of
stage and screen on a regular basis in his role as an Entertainment TV Producer with
the Associated Press. Along with hobnobbing with actors and musicians, John is also
author of Digital SLR Video & Filmmaking For Dummies and two editions of GoPro
Cameras For Dummies.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119868569
Pub Date: 07/07/2022
$34.99/£24.99 UK/€30.00
EU/€30.90 DE
Paperback

656 Pages

Starting a Business All–in–One For Dummies, 3rd Ed
ition(3rd Edition)

GC The Experts at

Summary
All the essential information in one place
Starting a Business All-in-One For Dummies, 3rd Edition is a treasure trove of useful
information for new and would-be business owners. With content compiled from over
ten best-selling For Dummies books, this guide will help with every part of starting
your own business—from legal considerations to business plans, bookkeeping, and
beyond. Whether you want to open a franchise, turn your crafting hobby into a money-
maker, or kick off the next megahit startup, everything you need can be found inside
this easy-to-use guide. This book covers the foundations of accounting, marketing,
hiring, and achieving success in the first year of business in any industry. You'll find
toolkits for doing all the paperwork, plus expert tips for how to make it work, even
when the going is rough.

Access six books in one, covering the whole process of starting and running a
new business
Learn how to easily jump the hurdles that many new business owners face
Tackle taxes, determine the best business model for you, and create a solid plan
Keep the engine running with marketing tips, accounting ideas, and the basics on
how to be a manager

This book is perfect for any new or veteran entrepreneur looking to build a business
from the ground up.

Contributor Bio
Eric Tyson, MBA, has been a personal finance writer, lecturer, and counselor for the
past 25+ years. He is the author or coauthor of numerous For Dummies bestsellers on
personal finance, investing, and home buying.

Bob Nelson, PhD, is considered one of the world’s leading experts on employee
engagement, recognition, and rewards. He is president of Nelson Motivation, Inc., a
management training and consulting company that helps organizations improve their
administration practices, programs, and systems.

Comp Titles
Starting a Business All–in–One FD,
2nd Edition Dummies, John Wiley &

Sons 02/07/2019 9781119565215
1119565219

£24.99
GBP Paperback

No sales or stock history loaded for this organisation. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119879589
Pub Date: 12/10/2022
$29.99/£22.99 UK/€25.70
EU/€27.90 DE
Paperback

272 Pages

Trading Psychology For Dummies
Roland Ullrich

Summary
Keep your head in the game! Make smarter, confident trades in global
markets

Trading is 80% psychology and 20% methodology. Trading Psychology For Dummies
helps you develop the mindset you need to respond correctly in any market condition.
Make more money on your trades as you develop mental strength, act confidently, and
avoid the typical mistakes traders make when they don’t understand their own minds.
This book is for traders with any portfolio size and any risk tolerance. With the clear
and easy approach that has made Dummies investing books so wildly popular, you can
take your trading skills to the next level. When you stop underestimating how much
your psychology governs your returns, you’ll discover ways to tweak your own thought
process for better trading results.

Learn how human psychology influences decision making in financial markets and
other areas of life
Discover advice and techniques that you can try right away to make more
rational trades
Examine how institutional investors account for market psychology when they
predict price movements
Earn better returns with the perspective of veteran traders who apply
psychology-based techniques daily

Trading Psychology For Dummies gives an edge to novice and experienced traders
alike. Gain confidence and maintain a flexible and open mind when trading.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119894780
Pub Date: 26/10/2022
$29.99/£21.99 UK/€25.70
EU/€26.90 DE
Paperback

Bond Investing For Dummies, 3rd Edition(3rd Edition)

Russell Wild

Summary
Everything on bonds, bond funds, and more! Updated for the new economy

Whether you're looking for income, diversification, or protection from stock market
volatility, bonds can play an important role in any portfolio. Newly updated, Bond
Investing For Dummies covers the essentials of getting started and ways to select and
purchase bonds for your needs. You'll get up to speed on the different bond varieties
and see how to get the best prices when you sell.

We’ll help you wrap your mind around bond returns and risk and recognize the major
factors that influence bond performance. With easily understandable explanations and
examples, you can understand bonds from every angle—yield, credit risk, callability,
fund selection, bond broker-dealers, web portals, and beyond. This is the expert
information and advice you need to invest in bonds in today’s environment. Learn what
bonds are and how you can use them to strengthen and protect your portfolio

Understand how interest rates and other shifting sands affect bond investing
Minimize your risk and maximize your returns with proven advice from an expert
financial advisor
Use online investing and apps to buy bonds and bond funds with confidence and
ease

Novice and experienced investors alike will love this quick-and-easy approach to bond
investing.

Comp Titles

Bond Investing For Dummies Wild, Russell John Wiley & Sons 17/08/2012 9781118274439
1118274431 £17.99 GBP Paperback

No sales or stock history loaded for this organisation. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119897668
Pub Date: 26/10/2022
$34.99/£24.99 UK/€30.00
EU/€30.90 DE
Paperback

752 Pages

Accounting All–in–One For Dummies (+ Videos and Qu
izzes Online), 3rd Edition(3rd Edition)

Taillard

Summary
A complete and easy-to-follow resource covering every critical step of the
accounting process

Learning to love the language of business is easier than you think! In the newly revised
Third Edition of Accounting All-In-One For Dummies with Online Practice, finance
expert Michael Taillard walks you through every step of the accounting process, from
setting up your accounting system to auditing and detecting financial irregularities.

You’ll enjoy a unified compilation of mini-books and online practice and video resources
that bring together everything you need to know about accounting into one convenient
book and web portal. You’ll learn to record accounting transactions, adjust and close
entries, prepare income statements and balance sheets, and more. You’ll also get:

Online instructional videos that describe the modern reality of accounting in the
digital age
Guidance and instruction on how to make savvy financial decisions to help guide
your business in the right direction
Advice on how to handle case and make intelligent purchasing decisions
Helpful practice quizzes for each topic to help you crunch the numbers

Perfect for anyone who’s just beginning their career or education in accounting—as well
as those who just love numbers—Accounting All-in-One For Dummies is also a
must-read for business owners, founders, and managers who want to get a better
understanding of the financial side of commerce.

Comp Titles
Accounting All–in–One For Dummies
with Online Practice

Boyd,
Kenneth W.

John Wiley &
Sons 29/05/2018 9781119453895

1119453895
£24.99
GBP Paperback

No sales or stock history loaded for this organisation. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119897637
Pub Date: 18/10/2022
$24.99/£17.99 UK/€21.40
EU/€21.90 DE
Paperback

352 Pages

Accounting Workbook For Dummies(2nd Edition)

John A. Tracy

Summary
Number nightmares in accounting? No more!
The numbers are clear: the need for accountants is not only strong, but on the rise.
With job growth projected to increase by 7% over the next 10 years, there’s no time
like the present to join this growing—and profitable—profession. Accounting Workbook
For Dummies, 2nd Edition gives you the hands-on instruction you need to understand
complicated concepts through demonstration problems, practice worksheets. and
spreadsheets.

Understand the role of accountants versus bookkeepers
Develop knowledge to establish and maintain high quality accounting systems
Dip your toes into accounting in the digital age
Learn to properly interpret financial statements and reports
Generate income statements, balance sheets, and cash flow statements
Expand your knowledge on sources of business capital
Learn how to improve profits and manage costs

Understanding the intricacies of accounting has never been easier as in today’s
rapid-fire global economy, accountants have never been more important—it’s all in
your hands with this plain-English workbook!

Comp Titles
Accounting Workbook For
Dummies

Tracy, John
A.

John Wiley &
Sons 31/10/2006 9780471791454

0471791458
£13.99
GBP Paperback

No sales or stock history loaded for this organisation. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119875741
Pub Date: 26/10/2022
$24.99/£18.99 UK/€21.40
EU/€22.90 DE
Paperback

Persian Cooking For Dummies
Batmanglij

Summary
Taste Real Home-cooked Persian Food for Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner

The most celebrated Persian chef in America, Najmieh Batmanglij brings you her
favorite traditional, healthy Persian dishes, simplified for modern American kitchens.
Persian Cooking For Dummies, written for cooks of all skill levels will transform the way
you cook. Offering more than 100 recipes, some of which can be made in less than an
hour, this book will guide you through the art and craft of one of the world’s oldest, yet
least known culinary, traditions in the West. These flavors and aromas are rarely
replicated in restaurants, so prepare to be wowed by your own creations as you follow
these easy guidelines in the warmth and comfort of your own kitchen. The distinctive
herbs, the heavenly aromas of saffron and rose water, and the sweet and sour flavors
will impress your guests and delight your family.

Prepare kababs, braises, golden-crusted, tah-dig rice dishes, and delicious
desserts
Learn the tricks and techniques that have been perfected over thousands of
years
Enjoy the unique aromas and flavors of the food of Iran—right in your own home
Learn the history of Persian cooking and access a glossary of Persian culinary
terms
Many recipes are one page, simple to follow, and take less than an hour to make.

Adapted for today’s lifestyle, Persian Cooking For Dummies is perfect for experienced
and novice cooks alike. Take a journey through this exotic cuisine and get cooking, with
Dummies.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119862673
Pub Date: 04/08/2022
$24.99/£17.99 UK/€21.40
EU/€21.90 DE
Paperback

368 Pages

Coin Collecting For Dummies 3rd Edition(3rd Edition)

Neil S. Berman

Summary
Discover a new hobby—or refine your existing techniques—with this practical
coin collecting handbook
In Coin Collecting For Dummies, professional rare coin dealer Neil Berman delivers a
hands-on and fun guide to the intriguing hobby of numismatics—also known as coin
collection! You'll learn how to buy, sell, grade, value, handle, and store your coins, as
well as how to decide what kind of coins you should collect and how to assemble or
diversify your collection.

In this book, you'll also find out how to:

Evaluate coins based on their age, condition, rarity, and more
Navigate and make use of auction houses that deal in the buying and selling of
rare coins
Make the most of your new hobby by learning where to find rare coins and how
to complete your collections

There's no one "right" way to collect coins. But Coin Collecting For Dummies will show
you how to avoid the most common pitfalls and take advantage of some handy tips,
tricks, and best practices that make collecting coins even more fun and exciting.
Perfect for the novice collector, or seasoned veterans looking for the latest news in coin
grading and history, this book is a must-read for anyone interested in the fascinating
world of coin collection.

Contributor Bio
Neil S. Berman is an expert numismatist and professional rare coin dealer with over
50 years’ experience. He’s been published in Barron’s, Trust and Estates, National Law
Journal, The Financial Planner, Pension World, and Executive Jeweler. He has appraised
coins for the United States Postal Service, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
and the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Comp Titles

Coin Collecting For Dummies 2e Berman, N John Wiley & Sons 04/01/2008 9780470222751
0470222751 £14.99 GBP Paperback

No sales or stock history loaded for this organisation. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Wiley–Blackwell
9780730384700
Pub Date: 26/07/2022
$16.99/£11.50 UK/€13.00
EU/€13.90 DE
Paperback

208 Pages

Solving Cryptic Crosswords FD REFRESH(2nd Edition)

Denise Sutherland

Summary
The cryptic crossword world explained the fun and easy way
Even expert crossword-solvers struggle with cryptics. The clues can often seem
nonsensical, mysterious and infuriating, but finally cracking them is immensely
satisfying. Solving Cryptic Crosswords For Dummies is designed to help even the most
casual crossword lover master these mental feats of gymnastics. Packed with clear
explanations, helpful hints, and practice crosswords, the book explains how to
approach these problems in a clear and logical manner, providing hints on identifying
the different kinds of clues and tips on how to solve them.

Explains cryptic crosswords, from the (relatively) simple to advanced puzzles
Guides readers through common and not-so-common clues to help decipher even
the most confusing cryptics
Illustrates the top tips, tricks, and clues to cracking any cryptic
Includes practice puzzles to put your new skills to the test
Covers both Commonwealth and U.S. style cryptics and highlights the subtle
differences between each

Cryptic crosswords have emerged as one of today's most popular brainteasers, and
Solving Cryptic Crosswords For Dummies is the one-stop resource for becoming a
puzzle pro.

Contributor Bio
Denise Sutherland is a syndicated puzzle author. Her crosswords, word searches and
other puzzles appear in a range of publications around the world, and she has written
many puzzle books, including Cryptic Crossword Puzzles For Dummies and Word
Searches For Dummies.

Comp Titles
Solving Cryptic
Crosswords For
Dummies

Sutherland,
Denise

Wiley–
Blackwell 13/11/2012 9781118305256

1118305256
£10.50
GBP Paperback Lifestyle, Sport

& Leisure

No sales or stock history loaded for this organisation. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119875055
Pub Date: 05/07/2022
$39.99/£30.99 UK/€34.20
EU/€37.90 DE
Paperback

592 Pages

Self–Care All–in–One For Dummies
The Experts at Dummies

Summary
Take charge of your personal health and well-being with this trusted,
all-in-one guide to self-care

There's an old saying that goes, "You can't pour from an empty cup." It means that
you can't take care of others unless you take care of yourself. And it's never been truer
than it is today.

In Self-Care All-in-One For Dummies, you’ll master the fundamentals of making sure
that your cup is always full, so you can give to others without draining your reserves of
energy and health. From mindfulness to resilience, fitness, and clean eating, this
comprehensive resource takes a holistic look at what it means to take care of yourself
and offers you a how-to guide to healthy and fulfilling behaviors.

In this book, you'll find:

Concrete strategies for incorporating self-care practices into your busy, everyday
life
Discussions of how to manage stress and maintain a mindful and calm demeanor
and attitude in the face of modern challenges
An emphasis on being kind and gentle with yourself, ensuring that you don’t hold
yourself to an impossible or unrealistic standard

We're all looking to improve our lives, lift our spirits, and increase our well-being.
Self-Care All-in-One For Dummies proves that, while perfection may be out of reach for
all of us, you can make meaningful progress toward happiness and fulfilment by taking
small, manageable steps towards a calmer, more grounded you.

Contributor Bio
Shamash Alidin a has been a mindfulness teacher since 1998 and is the author of
Mindfulness For Dummies.

Dr. Steve Hickman is a clinical psychologist and the author Self-Compassion For
Dummies.

Dr. Eva Selhubs a resiliency expert, consultant, speaker, and author of Resilience For
Dummies.

Suzanne Schlosberg is a writer known for her lighthearted take on health topics.

Liz Neporent is a journalist, author, and career wellness professional. The two
authored Fitness For Dummies.

Dr. Jonathan Wright is known for his books and medical articles, while

Linda Larsen has written 24 books. The duo authored Eating Clean For Dummies.

Allen Elkin, PhD, is a clinical psychologist and the author of Stress Management For
Dummies.

David N. Greenfield, PhD, MS, is the founder and clinical director of The Center for
Internet and Technology Addiction. He wrote Overcoming Internet Addiction For
Dummies.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119889533
Pub Date: 25/10/2022
$24.99/£17.99 UK/€21.40
EU/€21.90 DE
Paperback

320 Pages

Chair Yoga For Dummies
Larry Payne, Don Henry

Summary
If you can sit in a chair, you can enjoy the benefits of yoga!

Chair Yoga For Dummies is a guide to developing a yoga practice that you can do while
seated in a chair. Traditional yoga poses can be replicated as sitting yoga poses and
stretches, enjoyable and accessible for people at all levels of experience and mobility.
There's a reason yoga has been around for thousands of years. Practicing chair yoga
regularly can decrease your blood pressure, anxiety, inflammation, and chronic pain. It
also increases flexibility, balance, and strength. And it helps you sleep better, too. All
you need to get started is yourself, a chair, and this book—couldn't be simpler.

With this book on your desk, you can infuse a little namaste into your office routine or
build a personalized home practice that fits your lifestyle and abilities. You’ll learn
specific poses to target problem areas, and guidance on creating your own chair yoga
workout plan. Practitioners can achieve meditation, flexibility goals, and more.

Get guidance on creating your own custom chair yoga workout plan
Reduce stress, get stronger, and feel healthier—without leaving your seat
Enjoy the benefits of yoga adapted to office workers and those with decreased
mobility
Learn proper technique and alignment from clear illustrations and descriptions

Stay active while seated!

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119893585
Pub Date: 11/10/2022
$24.99/£17.99 UK/€21.40
EU/€21.90 DE
Paperback

Parkinson's Disease For Dummies(2nd Edition)

Jo Horne, Michele Tagliati

Summary
Maintain a take-charge attitude and live your life to the fullest with
Parkinson's

Whether the diagnosis is yours or that of a loved one, Parkinson's Disease for Dummies
contains everything you need to know about living with this disease. This book is an
easy-to-understand, straightforward, and sometimes humorous guide that offers
proven techniques for coping with daily issues, finding the right doctors, and providing
care as the disease progresses. This user-friendly guide helps you navigate you
through the important steps toward taking charge of your condition. You aren't alone—
inside, you'll discover proven coping skills and first-hand advice, along with practical
tools that will help you navigate the treatment journey. In classic, compassionate
Dummies style, Parkinson's Disease For Dummies will answer all your questions, and
guide you through the process of finding your own answers as well.

Keep your mind sharp, stay in shape, and keep your stress under control
Life a full and satisfying life after a Parkinson's diagnosis
Get the most current information on Parkinson's medications and treatments
Learn the best ways to support loved ones living with Parkinson's

With updates on the latest in alternative treatments, dementia, and young onset PD,
Parkinson's Disease for Dummies is here to show you how you can keep a positive
attitude and lead an active, productive life.

Comp Titles
Parkinson's Disease For
Dummies

Tagliati,
Michele

John Wiley &
Sons 26/01/2007 9780470073957

0470073950
£13.99
GBP Paperback
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119880578
Pub Date: 26/10/2022
$24.99/£18.99 UK/€21.40
EU/€22.90 DE
Paperback

Hearing Loss For Dummies
Lin, Nicholas Reed

Summary
Improve your hearing, enhance your life

With new advice on just-released over-the-counter hearing aids

Hearing loss can be frustrating, but in fact it’s common and treatable. Hearing Loss For
Dummies, written by top experts in the field in collaboration with AARP, walks you
through how to get the help you need to clearly hear the sounds of life—whether
you’re at home, at work, or out and about. And hearing health is critical: Hearing loss
can increase your risk of falls and injuries, isolation and depression, and even cognitive
decline and dementia.

Authors Frank Lin and Nicholas Reed at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine lay out
the steps to hearing health:

Understanding how hearing works—and how it changes as we age
Finding specialists you can trust
Determining whether you need testing and, if so, where to turn
Learning practical solutions for hearing better at home, at work, on the phone,
and in restaurants and theaters
Choosing the right hearing aid, including just-approved over-the-counter hearing
aids, and getting them adjusted to work for you
Exploring the pros and cons of cochlear implants and other surgical options
Covering the costs of hearing health care

If you’re concerned about your own or a friend or relative’s hearing, this is the one
book you’ll need. For what can seem like a complicated, stressful and lengthy process,
Hearing Loss For Dummies tackles the topic head-on and provides you with expert
guidance to put your mind at ease on the path to better hearing.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119896265
Pub Date: 27/10/2022
$39.99/£27.99 UK/€34.20
EU/€33.90 DE
Paperback

608 Pages

Algebra II All–in–One For Dummies (+ Chapter Quizz
es Online)
Mary Jane Sterling

Summary
Every intermediate algebra lesson, example, and practice problem you need in
a single, easy-to-use reference

Algebra II can be a tough nut to crack when you first meet it. But with the right
tools…well, she’s still tough but she gets a heckuva lot easier to manage. In Algebra II
All-in-One For Dummies you’ll find your very own step-by-step roadmap to solving
even the most challenging Algebra II problems, from conics and systems of equations
to exponential and logarithmic functions.

In the book, you'll discover the ins and outs of function transformation and evaluation,
work out your brain with complex and imaginary numbers, and apply formulas from
statistics and probability theory. You’ll also find:

Accessible and practical lessons and practice for second year high-school or
university algebra students
End-of-chapter quizzes that help you learn – and remember! – key algebraic
concepts, such as quadratic equations, graphing techniques, and matrices
One-year access to additional chapter quizzes online, where you can track your
progress and get real-time feedback!

Your own personal mathematical toolbox for some of the most useful and foundational
math you’ll learn in school, this Algebra II All-in-One For Dummies combines hands-on
techniques, methods, and strategies from a variety of sources into one, can’t-miss
reference. You’ll get the insights, formulas, and practice you need, all in a single book
(with additional quizzes online!) that’s ideal for students and lifelong learners alike!

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119895039
Pub Date: 26/10/2022
$24.99/£17.99 UK/€21.40
EU/€21.90 DE
Paperback

368 Pages

College Writing For Dummies
Joe Giampalmi

Summary
Transform your next college essay into an A+ masterpiece

Taking a 100-level English composition course? Just doing your best to get ready for
the rigors of college-level writing? Then it’s probably time you picked up College
Writing For Dummies, the single greatest roadmap to writing high-quality essays,
reports, and more!

This book is the ideal companion for any introductory college writing course and tracks
the curriculum of a typical English Composition, College Writing, English 101, or
Writing & Rhetoric course. You’ll learn composition techniques, style, language, and
grammar tips, and discover how to plan, write, and revise your material. You’ll also
get:

Ten can’t-miss resources for improving your college writing
Strategies for revising and repairing inadequate essays on your own
Techniques to help non-native English speakers master the challenging world of
English essay writing

Full of real-world examples, lessons in essay structure, grammar, and everything in
between, this book is a must-read for every incoming college freshman looking for a
head start in one of the most important skills you’ll need over the next few years. Grab
a copy of College Writing For Dummies today.

Contributor Bio
JOSEPH GIAMPALMI, PhD (NEWTON SQUARE, PA) is a hall-of-fame educator whos been
teaching students to use active voice, oxford commas, and supporting arguments for
more than five decades. Dr. Giampalmi has taught more than 100 composition courses,
has presented numerous workshops to college faculty, and has modeled more than
1000 writing lessons in New Jersey and Pennsylvania K-12 schools.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119894841
Pub Date: 19/10/2022
$24.99/£17.99 UK/€21.40
EU/€21.90 DE
Paperback

384 Pages

Safe Gun Ownership For Dummies
Greg Lickenbrock

Summary
A straightforward guide to being smart with your firearm

With gun sales at an all-time high in the U.S., easy-to-understand advice on storing
and possessing guns safely is at an all-time premium. Safe Gun Ownership For
Dummies paves the way for new and novice gun owners to learn the basics of firearm
ownership in a non-partisan tone. This book helps gun owners thoroughly explore the
rules of gun safety and adopt the habits of savvy firearm aficionados. Written by a
firearms expert and analyst who has reviewed hundreds of firearms along with gun
safety and storage options, this guide helps you develop a safety mindset and apply
practices to assure you and your family avoid harm.

Learn, internalize, and apply the rules of gun safety
Understand federal, state, and local gun laws
Find a good gun safety course for hands-on practice
Store and transport your firearm securely

When it’s time to start training on your new firearm and the safety rules of gun
ownership, Safe Gun Ownership For Dummies is at the ready with everything you need
to know to make safety your aim.

Contributor Bio
Greg Lickenbrock (metro Atlanta, GA) is the Senior Firearms Analyst for Everytown for
Gun Safety, an organization that promotes safe gun ownership and firearm laws. He
also serves as editor and writer for a number of outdoors and firearms-focused
publications distributed by Athlon Outdoors, including Ballistic and Tactical Life.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119886105
Pub Date: 25/10/2022
$32.00/£24.99 UK/€27.40
EU/€30.90 DE
Hardcover

320 Pages

True North(3rd Edition)

Discover Your Authentic Leadership
Bill George

Summary
A Clarion Call to Emerging Leaders: Step Up and Lead Now!

In True North, Emerging Leaders Edition, renowned leadership expert Bill George and
Millennial tech entrepreneur Zach Clayton issue the challenge to emerging
leaders—from Gen X to Millennials and Gen Z—to lead their organizations authentically
through never-ending crises to make this world a better place for everyone. Emerging
leaders do so by discovering their True North—who they are—and then finding their
North Star—their leadership purpose. To navigate today’s complexities, George and
Clayton show emerging leaders how to lead with their hearts, not just their heads, with
passion, compassion, and moral courage by being true to their values. to reach their
full potential as they take on great challenges and navigate complex crises.

Harvard professor Bill George, with four best-selling books to his credit including the
timeless classic True North and is the former CEO of Medtronic who established
authentic leadership in 2003, teams up with Zach Clayton, who has built Three Ships
into a rapidly growing $300 million enterprise, to give emerging leaders the definitive
guide for leading in today’s complex world.

Each chapter of the Emerging Leader Edition is filled with dramatic stories from
successful leaders such as Microsoft’s Satya Nadella and Merck’s Ken Frazier to
PepsiCo’s Indra Nooyi and General Motors’ Mary Barra, and emerging leaders like
OneTrust’s Kabir Barday and Kanbrick’s Tracy Britt Cool of how they overcame great
challenges to build highly successful organizations.

Each chapter offers concrete suggestions for:

Becoming an authentic leader, equipped to lead inclusively with moral clarity
through challenges and crises
Understanding how millennials are leading more effectively in today’s world
Being an inclusive leader prepared to take on fraught issues like stakeholder
challenges, racial and sexual equality, and sexual misconduct
Knowing when—and how—leaders should speak out on today’s complex public
issues

The Emerging Leader Edition of True North is the classic guide for every current and
aspiring leader to reach their full, authentic potential.

Contributor Bio
Bill George (Cambridge, MA; billgeorge.org / hbs.edu) is the former CEO of
Medtronic and a Senior Fellow at Harvard Business School (HBS), where he teaches
leadership in executive education programs. He was professor of management practice
from 2004 to 2014. He is the author of four bestselling books: Authentic Leadership,
True North, Finding Your True North, and 7 Lessons for Leading in Crisis, and coauthor
of True North Groups with Doug Baker. He serves on the boards of Goldman Sachs,
Mayo Clinic, World Economic Forum, and has served on the board of ExxonMobil,
Novartis, and Target.

Comp Titles

Discover Your True North George, Bill John Wiley & Sons 04/09/2015 9781119082941
1119082943 £24.99 GBP Hardcover
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Jossey Bass
9781119834328
Pub Date: 19/10/2022
$27.00/£18.99 UK/€21.40
EU/€22.90 DE
Paperback

192 Pages

Teaching for Justice & Belonging: A Journey for Ed
ucators & Parents
A Journey for Educators & Parents
Tehia Starker Glass, Lucretia Carter Berry

Summary
Create a classroom with a culture of true belonging, liberation, and justice for
all

Teaching for Justice and Belonging: A Journey for Educators & Parents provides a
practical and powerful blueprint to unrooting racism in the educational setting. The
book is an easy-to-understand guide designed to cultivate an educational experience
that inspires a culture of true belonging, liberation, and justice for all.

Relying on case studies, thorough research, and deeply personal and enlightening
experiences drawn from the lives of the authors themselves, Teaching for Justice and
Belonging also offers:

Demonstrations of how to explore personal and collective racial identity to learn more
about oneself and others

Support for making systemic change within the spheres of influence of educators and
parents

Real testimonials and stories to guide readers on their own healthy anti-racism
journeys

A central piece of any anti-racism roadmap, this book is perfect for K-12 educators,
administrators, and teacher leaders. It will also earn a place in the bookshelves of
pre-service teachers and parents interested in unlearning racism and encouraging
diverse voices in the education system.

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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The Privacy Mission: Achieving Ethical Data for Ou r
Lives Online
Annie Machon

Summary
The subject of data ethics has never been more urgent. This is no longer an academic
or niche geek issue as it has been since the inception of the internet and the world
wide web. Data ethics is an issue that affects all of us now as our personal and
professional lives increasingly take place online.

Who controls access to the hardware, who runs the software, who can spy on us,
hack us, data farm us?
What are the threats that we need to mitigate against democratically, societally,
and personally?
How can corporations protect us and how can that help their bottom line?

The Privacy Mission aims to answer these questions and summarise both the
overarching concepts and principles about why data ethics is important. It offers
practical solutions for companies, policy makers and individuals to push back against
known threats and future proof themselves going forward.

John Wiley & Sons 
9781119906964
Pub Date: 29/09/2022
$45.00/£29.99 UK/€33.90 
EU/€36.90 DE 
Hardcover

240 Pages
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experience as an international public speaker, writer, media commentator, and political 
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119911807
Pub Date: 27/10/2022
$45.00/£24.99 UK/€35.90
EU/€30.90 DE
Hardcover

256 Pages

Understanding the Metaverse: A Business and Ethical
Survival Guide
A Business and Ethical Survival Guide
N Rosa

Summary
This title explores the form and function of the metaverse, the major players and
platforms that exist so far, the role of mixed reality in the metaverse, the
opportunities, the challenges, the role of society, the benefits for organizations, the
cultural issues surrounding the metaverse - and the timings of how things will progress
in this world going forward.

Contributor Bio
Nick Rosa is a Metaverse & Extended Reality Lead for Europe at Accenture. Product
strategist, experience designer, and digital transformation expert, Nick is currently part
of the Accenture Digital UKI where he is the Go-To Market Lead for XR (AR,VR, and
MR). He is also the Chairman at BIMA Immersive (British Interactive Media
Association) educating industries on the power & potential of immersive industries.
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9781119888581
Pub Date: 25/09/2022
$28.00/£21.99 UK/€24.00
EU/€26.90 DE

0 Pages

Metaversed
See Beyond the Hype
Luis Bravo Martins, Samantha Wolfe

Summary
Understand the coming metaverse-and discover how to look past the hype
and harness the future of technology.

Metaversed is an insightful discussion and analysis of the next, rapidly approaching
technological revolution. The authors deliver a compelling new exploration of how the
metaverse and emerging technologies combine to define our collective future. In
addition to identifying the business opportunities, the book pulls back the curtain on
major safety and privacy issues that will arise and the expected shifts in both our
private and social spheres.
In the book, you'll understand:

How multiple industries will be changed and challenged in a 3D spatial world and
how to navigate the future crypto-ladden business landscape;
Legal and policy considerations necessary to build and maintain safe, shared
digital spaces
The economic and social impacts, including the potential for our digital lives to
outlive our physical selves
Actionable insights, so you can make the most out of the next digital revolution

Metaversed is a can't-miss presentation of the most significant market opportunities
and societal challenges posed by the metaverse. It also will empower readers to take
positive action that avoids the same online mistakes that happened on social media
and create more responsible tech usage habits in our personal and professional lives.

Contributor Bio
Luis Bravo Martins has worked at the intersection of technology, marketing, and user
privacy for two decades. Over the last 7 years he has helped launch and develop the
marketing efforts of startups in the Augmented Reality market and served as a
consultant for various IT corporations.

Samantha G. Wolfe is the Founder of PitchFWD, a strategic consultancy focused on the
acceleration of consumer and enterprise adoption of emerging technologies.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119899549
Pub Date: 04/10/2022
$25.00/£18.99 UK/€21.40
EU/€22.90 DE
Hardcover

288 Pages

Energy Leadership: The 7 Level Framework for Maste ry
In Life and Business, 2nd edition(2nd Edition)

Transforming Your Workplace and Your Life from the Core
Bruce D Schneider

Summary
Awaken your potential by harnessing the power of your energy.

How do you awaken the extraordinary potential in yourself and others?

In the newly revised second edition of Energy Leadership: The 7 Level Framework for
Mastery In Life and Business, Bruce D Schneider, Master Certified Coach and founder of
iPEC, the global coach training and leadership development company, offers a simple
yet powerful answer to that question, and it all boils down to one word—energy.

Whether you’re looking to create profound change in your personal life or build a
conscious work culture humming with creativity, innovation, and unimaginable growth,
you’ll find the practical Energy Leadership™ framework and Core Energy Coaching™
skills contained within these pages to be an invaluable resource on your journey. And
now, for the first time ever, you’ll receive additional information once available only to
participants in iPEC’s advanced coach training program.

You’ll learn how to:

Recognize the seven distinct levels of energy that are the key to understanding
why everyone thinks and acts the way they do.
Achieve peak performance by exploring the six factors that influence your energy
and implementing specific techniques to shift energy in the moment.
Identify what blocks and diminishes your energy and discover proven strategies
for overcoming these and other obstacles to success.
Become more powerful and effective in all aspects of your life.
Motivate yourself and others to reach their full potential.

In the 15 years since the publication of the first edition of Energy Leadership, hundreds
of thousands of people around the world have discovered the remarkable personal and
professional transformation that’s possible with this groundbreaking methodology—and
now you can, too.

Visit ipeccoaching.com to learn more.

Comp Titles
Energy Leadership – Transforming Your
Workplace and Your Life from the Core

Schneider,
Bruce D

John Wiley
& Sons 16/11/2007 9780470186367

0470186364
£18.99
GBP Hardcover
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119860341
Pub Date: 11/10/2022
$28.00/£21.99 UK/€24.00
EU/€26.90 DE
Hardcover

224 Pages

Make Your Brand Matter: Experience–Driven Solution s
to Capture Customers and Keep Them Loyal
Experience–Driven Solutions to Capture Customers and Keep Them Loyal
Steven Soechtig

Summary
Combine brand and experience into a single, exciting whole to drive growth

The Digital Transformation era has come and gone. Experiential concepts like
personalization, transparency, transference, uniquity, and immediacy are now table
stakes in an increasingly connected and responsive market. Companies that failed to
ante up are already gone—or fading fast.

In Make Your Brand Matter, serial entrepreneur and brand strategist Steve Soechtig
delivers an eye-opening discussion of the post-Digital Transformation era in which we
now live. The book walks you through the evolution of brand and experience,
leveraging examples of historical and digitally native brands that have succeeded and
failed to seize the digital moment.

You’ll discover brands that enabled new customer acquisition, customer value
optimization, and customer loyalty, all the while realizing that brand and experience
are two sides of the same coin. The book also offers:

Strategies, techniques, and activities for teams to capture digital opportunities
Discussions of why brand and experience reinforce one another and how
experiences must embrace, reflect, and enforce brand identity
Tactics to accelerate the customer’s progression from evaluator to loyal advocate

Make Your Brand Matter is an essential resource for marketing professionals. It also
belongs on the bookshelves of company founders, owners, managers, executives, and
other business leaders seeking to develop their organization’s ability to marry brand
and experience into one coherent and exciting package.

Contributor Bio
Steven Soechtig is the CEO of Ogilvy Experience and has worked at the intersection of
brand and experience for over 20 years. While employed at Deloitte, in 1999, he was
given the opportunity as part of a small team to launch a digital agency, Roundarch,
which addressed the earliest questions around the impact of digital on brand and
experience. After exiting Roundarch, he was again part of a small team that launched
and ran two other software startups, Orchestria and Abiquo, each of which offered
solutions to improve the customer experience to ultimately drive the brands growth
agenda. In 2013, he re-joined Deloitte as a Managing Director and led the creation and
expansion of their Digital Experience practice, working with global clients to understand
their markets, their customers expectations, and their pathway to realizing their
growth strategies through digital experience. This led him to join McKinsey as an
Expert Partner in the Digital Marketing practice, which offered an opportunity to work
at a board and C-Level with senior brand and experience leaders to develop five-year
strategies for differentiation and market growth. The deep understanding of the
intersection of brand and experience positioned Steve to take on his current role as
CEO of Ogilvy Experience, where he currently leads an organization built to advise
clients on the core topics of this book.
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Wiley–Blackwell
9781119910442
Pub Date: 20/09/2022
$36.00/£27.95 UK/€31.60
EU/€33.90 DE
Paperback

304 Pages

The Steel Ceiling: Achieving Sustainable Growth in
Engineering and Construction
Achieving Sustainable Growth in Engineering and Construction
P Wilkinson
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Wiley–Blackwell
9781119912354
Pub Date: 15/11/2022
$23.00/£16.95 UK/€19.20
EU/€20.90 DE
Paperback

How to Present: The Ultimate Guide to Speaking with
Confidence and Influencing People, 2nd Edition
M BOWDEN

Comp Titles

How to Present Bowden, Michelle Wiley–Blackwell 28/06/2013 9781118476246
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119984276
Pub Date: 28/07/2022
$45.00/£29.99 UK/€33.90
EU/€36.90 DE
Hardcover

512 Pages

Pursued Economy
Richard C. Koo

Summary
In Pursued Economy: Understanding and Overcoming the Challenging New Realities for
Advanced Economies, celebrated economist and thought leader Richard C. Koo dives
deep into the failure of traditional economic solutions to address the economic and
social problems of post-Great Recession and post-pandemic economies. Starting with
the original concepts of balance sheet recessions and global competition for capital, the
author explains why the Great Recession lasted for so long and why well-intentioned
policies that worked so well in the past are no longer working today.

Readers will discover that advanced economies moved from what the author calls the
"golden era" to the "pursued era" of economic development long ago, but the policy
debate in these countries continues to be informed by golden era assumptions that are
no longer relevant but are still taught in universities. That mismatch has led to an
over-reliance on monetary policy and an under-reliance on fiscal policy that are
distorting economies and worsening inequality in a profoundly transformed world.

With many real-world examples from the author's extensive involvement in the policy
debate on economic, banking and trade issues in several countries, including the U.S.,
the book describes the correct policy mix in the pursued era as distinct from that in the
golden era. It also explains the challenges central banks face in fighting inflation after
a decade of over-reliance on monetary policy that flooded the world’s economies with
unprecedented liquidity.

Instead of simply assuming the existence of "trend growth rates", this book tackles the
issue of economic growth head-on so as to elucidate the symmetry between the drivers
of growth and the drivers of recession. It also argues that the fundamental disconnect
between free trade and free capital movements must be addressed in order to
maximize the gains from globalization while minimizing its costs. Written in simple
language and with a great sense of urgency, Pursued Economy should be of interest to
anyone who is concerned about the global economy, financial stability and geopolitics.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119755647
Pub Date: 11/10/2022
$95.00/£77.12 UK/€87.31 EU
Paperback

896 Pages
Series: Wiley Finance

The Principles of Banking, Second Edition(2nd Edition)

Moorad Choudhry

Summary
In the newly revised Second Edition of The Principles of Banking, Professor Moorad
Choudhry delivers a comprehensive overview of the fundamentals of banking designed
to offer senior management and regulators a roadmap toward a more sustainable
business model for their banks. The book builds on the author's experience as a
practitioner in commercial and investment banking over many years, and this makes it
suitable for both academic and professional audiences.

The author explains the original principles of banking, including the need for sound
lending policy, capital management and liquidity risk management, and why these
need to be maintained robustly to ensure the industry avoids another banking crisis
during the next economic recession. Readers can access a wide range of downloadable
ancillary materials, including policy templates, spreadsheet models, risk metric
dashboards, and PowerPoint slides.

This Second Edition offers:

Updates to reflect new regulations published since the last edition, including
Basel III Final Form and its constituent elements of The Fundamental Review of
the Trading Book, Interest Rate Risk in the Banking Book, and Recovery and
Resolution Planning
New chapters in market risk management, foreign exchange risk management,
and interest rate risk, as well as credit risk policy and management, and capital
and liquidity adequacy stress testing regulations
New material covering the impact of COVID-19 on banks, risk management, and
balance sheet management and what this implied for the discipline of risk
management going forward
A recommended approach to bank asset-liability management good-practice, to
enable a bank to deliver an optimised balance sheet for all stakeholders' benefit

Perfect for bank practitioners, including managers in retail and commercial banking,
ALCO members, treasury professionals, all C-suite executives and board non-executive
directors, The Principles of Banking is an indispensable resource for all professionals
and students seeking an authoritative and practical guide to the foundations of modern
banking and good banking practice.

Contributor Bio
Moorad Choudhry is an independent non-executive director on both the boards of
Recognise Financial Services in London and the Loughborough Building Society. He was
previously Treasurer, Corporate Banking Division at The Royal Bank of Scotland, Head
of Treasury at Europe Arab Bank, Head of Treasury at KBC Financial Products, Vice
President in structured finance services at JPMorgan Chase and a gilt-edged market
maker at ABN Amro Hoare Govett Ltd. He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute for
Securities & Investment, a Fellow of the London Institute of Banking and Finance, a
Fellow of the Global Association of Risk Professionals, a Fellow of the Institute of
Directors and a Freeman of The Worshipful Company of International Bankers.
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119457183
Pub Date: 04/10/2022
$29.95/£22.99 UK/€25.60
EU/€93.90 DE
Paperback

208 Pages
Series: Wiley Finance

Financial Statement Analysis Workbook: A Practitio
ner's Guide, Fifth Edition(5th Edition)

A Practitioner's Guide
Fridson

Summary
The helpful workbook to help practice assessing financial statements

Financial statement analysis is essential as part of any well-organized financial
portfolio. As a companion piece, Financial Statement Analysis Workbook: A
Practitioner’s Guide, 5th ed. allows readers the opportunity to test and hone the skills
put forward in Martin Fridson and Fernando Alvarez’s Financial Statement Analysis, 5th

ed. a resource devoted to providing the analytical framework necessary to make sense
of the sometimes misleading numbers put forth by companies. Scrutinizing financial
statements allows one to, for example, evaluate a company’s stock price or determine
merger or acquisition valuations.

This Workbook, then, provides a pathway to become familiar with these methodologies
in order to be prepared to use them in real-world scenarios. With the skills provided
within, you can begin to undertake goal-oriented preparation for the practical
challenges of contemporary business, and feel confident in your financial decision-
making. This is aided by:

Question-and-answer sections within this Workbook correspond to each chapter
of Financial Statement Analysis, 5th ed.
Financial statement and computational exercises designed to require analysis and
synthesis of concepts covered in the core text
A full list of answers in the second half of the book that help explain pitfalls
within the questions

An essential tool for professional analysts, investors, and students, Financial Statement
Analysis Workbook offers the perfect opportunity to help turn theory into reality. 
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John Wiley & Sons
9781119835271
Pub Date: 25/10/2022
$28.00/£21.99 UK/€24.00
EU/€27.90 DE
Hardcover

240 Pages

Focused Fundraising: How to Raise Your Sights And
Overcome Overload
How to Raise Your Sights and Overcome Overload
Christopher M. Cannon, Michael Felberbaum

Summary
Maintain your focus, your productivity, and your sanity in the contemporary
fundraising environment

In Focused Fundraising: How to Raise Your Sights and Overcome Overload,
accomplished nonprofit management strategists and leaders Christopher Cannon and
Michael Felberbaum deliver a must-read combination of the latest mindfulness
techniques and operational strategies that will equip you to succeed in an increasingly
chaotic, noisy, and confusing fundraising environment. You’ll find concrete strategies to
navigate the challenges of modern fundraising, including technology changes, scarce
resources, and shifting donor expectations.

In the book, you’ll also find:

Hands-on skills for sharpening your focus while those around you are giving in to
endless distractions
An insightful combination of big-picture views and micro-considerations that offer
a practical roadmap to set and stick with your priorities
Practical applications of tried and true mindfulness and nonprofit strategy
research that you can implement immediately in your organization

An essential, desk-side resource for nonprofit board members, managers, leaders, and
team members, Focused Fundraising is a one-of-a-kind toolbox designed to help you
tackle the challenges you face every day.
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Wiley–Blackwell
9781119910626
Pub Date: 11/08/2022
$24.00/£18.50 UK/€21.00
EU/€26.90 DE
Paperback

304 Pages

The Money Sandwich: A Complete Guide to Money; Fam
ily and Financial Freedom
A Complete Guide to Money, Family and Financial Freedom
Bineham
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Sybex
9781119878940
Pub Date: 29/09/2022
$60.00/£47.50 UK/€51.30
EU/€57.90 DE
Paperback

992 Pages

CompTIA Linux+ Study Guide
Exam XK0–005
Richard Blum, Christine Bresnahan
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Sybex
9781119879619
Pub Date: 29/09/2022
$45.00/£34.99 UK/€38.50
EU/€42.90 DE
Paperback

272 Pages

CompTIA Linux+ Practice Tests: Exam XK0–005, Third
Edition
Suehring
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Sybex
9781119880608
Pub Date: 29/09/2022
$90.00/£70.00 UK/€77.00
EU/€85.90 DE
Paperback

CompTIA Linux+ Certification Kit: Exam XK0–005, Se
cond Edition(2nd Edition)

Exam XK0–005
Richard Blum, Christine Bresnahan, Steve Suehring

Summary
STUDY, PRACTICE, REVIEW!

This complete Certification Kit includes:

CompTIA Linux+ Study Guide: Exam XK0-005, Fifth Edition

Building on the popular Sybex Study Guide approach, this book provides 100%
coverage of the NEW Linux+ Exam XK0-005 objectives. The book contains clear and
concise information on all Linux administration topics. It includes practical examples
and insights drawn from real-world experience. It also provides authoritative coverage
of key exam topics, including:

Configuring, managing, operating, and troubleshooting Linux, on-premises and
cloud-based server environments
Using security best practices
Scripting, containerization, and automation

CompTIA Linux+ Practice Tests: Exam XK0-005, Third Edition

CompTIA Linux+ Practice Tests: Exam XK0-005, Third Edition, helps you gain the
confidence you need for taking the NEW CompTIA Linux+ exam. The hundreds of
domain-by-domain practice questions prepare you for test success, focusing on:

System Management
Security
Scripting, Containers, and Automation
Troubleshooting

You'll also get access to the online test bank, including bonus practice exams,
electronic flashcards, and a searchable PDF of key terms.
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Sybex
9781119872924
Pub Date: 01/11/2022
$60.00/£47.50 UK/€51.30
EU/€57.90 DE
Paperback

700 Pages

MCA Microsoft Certified Associate Network Engineer
Study Guide: Exam AZ–700
Exam AZ–700
Puthiyavan Udayakumar, Kathiravan Udayakumar

Summary
Prepare to take the NEW Exam AZ-700 with confidence and launch your
career as an Azure Network Engineer

Not only does MCA Microsoft Certified Associate Azure Network Engineer Study Guide:
Exam AZ-700 help you prepare for your certification exam, it takes a deep dive into
the role and responsibilities of an Azure Network Engineer, so you can learn what to
expect in your new career. You’ll also have access to additional online study tools,
including hundreds of bonus practice exam questions, electronic flashcards, and a
searchable glossary of important terms. Prepare smarter with Sybex's superior
interactive online learning environment and test bank.

Exam AZ-700, Designing and Implementing Microsoft Azure Networking Solutions,
measures your ability to design, implement, manage, secure, and monitor technical
tasks such as hybrid networking; core networking infrastructure; routing; networks;
and private access to Azure services. With this in-demand certification, you can qualify
for jobs as an Azure Network Engineer, where you will work with solution architects,
cloud administrators, security engineers, application developers, and DevOps engineers
to deliver Azure solutions. This study guide covers 100% of the objectives and all key
concepts, including:

Design, Implement, and Manage Hybrid Networking
Design and Implement Core Networking Infrastructure
Design and Implement Routing
Secure and Monitor Networks
Design and Implement Private Access to Azure Services

If you’re ready to become the go-to person for recommending, planning, and
implementing Azure networking solutions, you’ll need certification with Exam AZ-700.
This is your one-stop study guide to feel confident and prepared on test day. Trust the
proven Sybex self-study approach to validate your skills and to help you achieve your
career goals!
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Sybex
9781119798927
Pub Date: 25/10/2022
$60.00/£47.50 UK/€51.30
EU/€57.90 DE
Paperback

672 Pages

Mastering Windows Server 2022 with Azure Cloud Ser
vices: IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS
IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS
William Panek

Summary
Extend your on-premises Windows Server deployments to the cloud with
Azure

In Mastering Windows Server 2022 with Azure Cloud Services: IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS,
5-time Microsoft MVP Winner William Panek delivers a comprehensive and practical
blueprint for planning, implementing, and managing environments that include Azure
IaaS-hosted Windows Server-based workloads.

You’ll learn to use the expansive, hybrid capabilities of Azure, how to migrate virtual
and physical server workloads to Azure IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS, and how to manage and
secure Azure virtual machines running Windows Server 2022.

This book also offers:

Foundational explanations of core Azure capabilities, including Infrastructure-
as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS)
Explorations of the tools you’ll need to implement Azure solutions, including
Windows Admin Center and PowerShell
Examples of implementing identity in Hybrid scenarios, including Azure AD DS on
Azure IaaS and managed AD DS

Perfect for IT professionals who manage on-premises Windows Server environments,
seek to use Azure to manage server workloads, and want to secure virtual machines
running on Windows Server 2022, Mastering Windows Server 2022 with Azure Cloud
Services: IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS is also a must-read resource for anyone involved in
administering or operating Microsoft Azure IaaS workloads.
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